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Unveil the mystery of your Soul with this powerfully liberating astrology guide, based on the

teachings of a Tibetan master.IMPORTANT: This Kindle short read is an excerpt from the book

Soul Astrology and is presented here as an introduction for beginners - if you are already

familiar with your soul sign and/or have read Soul Astrology this short extract will be repetitious

for you.In one short easy read you can: • DISCOVER HOW your Rising Sign reveals your

Soul's Path • Learn WHY you are a LEO Soul • DISCERN the difference between

Personality and Soul • LEARN HOW to RECOGNISE the expressions of your SOUL in your

daily life • UNDERSTAND why you have certain challenges in your life, and determine

WHAT you can do about them! • DISTINGUISH between Personality and Soul Expressions

of Leo • RECEIVE your EXCLUSIVE Leo Soul MeditationAstrology can tell you so much

about your life but horoscopes can be very difficult to understand. What no one tells you is, that

the most important factor of all (the secret of your Soul Path and life purpose) can easily be

discovered simply by understanding your Rising Sign.In this short, simple, and easy to read

guide, professional astrologer Ruth Hadikin shares the behind the scenes approach of using

your Rising Sign to indicate your Soul's journey. Using this simple method based on the

teachings of the Tibetan Master DK, through Alice Bailey, your Soul Path and life purpose can

become crystal clear.IMPORTANT - READ THIS BEFORE BUYING:Your Rising Sign is NOT

your SUN Sign. If you don't already know your Rising Sign, or you're not sure, use a FREE

Rising Sign Calculator (see Look Inside) to determine your Rising Sign accurately, then buy the

correct guide for YOUR Rising Sign. There is a guide for each of the 12 Rising Signs in the

Kindle Store.Please Note: Because this is a Kindle Short Read the Look Inside feature can

only display the copyright page and the Table of Contents, without becoming a spoiler!The

section entitled The Leo Soul is adapted from "The Twelve Soul Signs" - Chapter Three of

Ruth's book Soul Astrology. If you've already read Soul Astrology - the following sections in this

Kindle short read will be new to you: • Personality and Soul • Soul Recognition •

Personality and Soul Expressions of Leo • Leo Soul MeditationEven if you've already read

Soul Astrology, you might find this handy Kindle short read to be a useful reference guide -

especially the meditation!

From the AuthorWhen I first heard the term "Soul Astrology" I felt a shiver of excitement

unparalleled to anything else in my life. It not only struck a chord, but also it shot straight

through me. It deeply resonated and reawakened my love of astrology. It was so unlike any

other astrological approach I had ever encountered.I am now blessed to be able to bring this

approach to others in a way that is simple and easy to understand. Words cannot express the

responses and deep recognition that people often experience when they hear their Soul Sign

and Soul purpose for the first time. It is as though their life, with all it's ups and downs,

suddenly makes sense.Understanding your Soul Path, what is wanting to happen, and how it is

often your own personality that is getting in your way, is a powerful and liberating experience.

Human beings are tough, resilient, creatures, and we can pretty much go through anything as

long as we know it is for a good reason.Soul Astrology gives us that reason. It explains the

developmental stages of your Soul's journey, and where you are at on that journey. It gives

answers as to why you are experiencing the challenges that you do, at this stage, and what is

really wanting to happen. Just like a baby who is learning to walk will keep falling over. Falling



over is no longer a problem, when you realize it's happening to take you to a higher goal.Here

are some of the things people say following their first experience of discovering their Soul

Sign:"Thank you soo much. I connected on all levels and even began to weep from the

enlightenment I received, and mostly for confirmation of what I knew to be true. When

something resonates on that level you know and understand it's the right thing, and for that I

thank you. My soul is and was yearning for this stepping stone and the universe lead me ... to

you. Thank you for your time and your gift." - Malissa, Indiana, USA"Your website and the

information you provide are excellent! My daughter said she had never read a description of

the Leo soul that resonated with her the way yours did. Thank you so much for the work you

do!" - Charlotte, Ohio, USA"I was searching for some astrological information and was

pleasantly surprised how in depth and useful your information was. You go places where many

astrologers do not. Thank you Ruth for the work/service and information you bring to those of

us lucky enough to find your website." - Marianne, Oregon, USA"I have read most of Alice

Bailey's books but they left me unfulfilled, almost like going round in a circle but never reaching

the destination. However after several years I have been reading your writing [and] ... it jumped

out at me and the start of understanding AB's books seems to be happening!!" - GT, England,

UK"I have studied Astrology peripherally for years as I know it is all important in studying one's

lifetime journey; but understanding Astrology is complicated. Finding Ruth, and reading my own

Soul Astrology has accelerated and clarified my understanding of my Life Path immensely!!

The pairing of the Sun, Moon, and Rising Sign made a huge difference- and I am so excited to

go deeper into this perspective. Thank You Ruth!!!" - Pat, Virginia, USAI can understand their

excitement and enthusiasm for Soul Astrology. Their comments certainly reflect my own

experience of resonating on the deepest level, to the Soul Purpose indicated by my own Rising

Sign. For me personally, this approach resonates more than any other astrological indicator of

my Soul path. As a tool for spiritual awakening Soul Astrology can help you to discover your

inner peace, so you can be at peace within yourself and the world, by aligning with your most

altruistic underlying motivation through the energy of your Rising Sign.If you have Leo Rising

you are here to usher in an era of heart-centered leadership. Your biggest challenge will be to

not become identified with your actions. You are NOT what you do. There is a real self, and a

false self, and it is your job to figure out which is which. Once you do this you align with your

soul purpose and your life becomes an expression of Divine Will.This Kindle Short Read is

only a very brief introduction. It is my sincere wish that it will inspire you to go deeper into this

work, so that Soul Astrology may become a helpful tool for you in your own journey of spiritual

awakening through self exploration, as it has been for me.You are invited to join our small

community of 'self-explorers' using Soul Astrology as a tool to support your journey of spiritual

awakening. Learn more about the foundations of Soul Astrology through my FREE newsletter

(details of how to join are inside the book, and on my website) and you'll also receive a free

eBook, "Your Essential Guide to Soul Astrology".May your spiritual journey bring you deep

insights and inner peace.with very best wishes,Ruth HadikinAuthor, Soul AstrologyAbout the

AuthorRuth Hadikin BSc. graduated with a first class honors degree (summa cum laude) in

midwifery. She has studied spiritual and esoteric subjects since she was 19 years of age,

integrating her wisdom with experience gained from her own spiritual practice, and worldwide

travel.As a professional astrologer, her defining talent is bringing deep insight, clarity and

simplicity to complex subjects - in particular Esoteric Astrology and the teachings of The

Tibetan through the work of Alice Bailey.Ruth has traveled extensively in the UK, Ireland,Spain,

USA, Australia, Kenya, Egypt, India, Nepal and Tibet. She has lived in England, Scotland,

Spain and the USA.She specializes in supporting you on your own greatest adventure: using



Soul Astrology to explore your Soul Path and Life Purpose.You can follow Ruth on Facebook,

Twitter, and sign up for her newsletter "Life's Greatest Adventure: The Path of Your Soul". Full

details are on her website at RuthHadikin.com
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essie, “Soul food for Leo. Ruth H is the real thing, an astrologer who points to the Real. This is

Soul wisdom,  and I appreciated  this take on Leo's purpose..very helpful”

The book by Ruth Hadikin has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 4 people have provided feedback.
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